
       Thursday 15 June 2017 

Market Price Indications 
Only 

Last Year 25 May 1 June 8 June 15 June 

London Wht (£/mt) 
 (Jul 17 contract) 

109.50 143.50 141 141.50 141.35 

UK SoyMeal  
ex Humberside SPOT 

354 288 288 285 286 

UK Rapemeal  
Ex Liverpool SPOT 

192 189 186 189 190 

UK Wheatfeed  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

109 121 121 113 112 

UK Barley  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

108 133 135 132 132 

Currency £/$ 1.4061 1.2935 1.2885 1.2959 1.2759 

 
WHEAT: UK wheat supported by the falling pound.  
 The UK wheat crop could see an early harvest of up to a week, this year, according to some agronomists. As near ideal sun and rain 

combination over the last few weeks has been beneficial to the crop. Crop estimates are narrowing near/above the 15Mmt market.   

 US Spring wheat Good-Excellent conditions dropped dramatically in Monday’s crop condition report, falling 10% from last week’s 55% and 
down 17% in two weeks, and justify support for global quality premiums. After delayed planting, the crop now needs rain. 

 US winter wheat ratings were stable, with harvest progressing rapidly across Texas and Oklahoma. Kansas, the key growing state, is 4% 
harvested, compared to 13% on the5-year average.  

 Saskatchewan’s state crop report reported 94% of the spring wheat crop has been sown to date, with rains helping to bed this in. With a 
record agricultural area expected to be sown across Canada this year, it might be enough to limit any US shortfalls. 

 Egypt’s GASC has got off to their seasonal buying with a bang from the start, despite legal rulings suggesting they could revert back to an 
‘ergot free’ policy at any stage, buying 300kmt from the black sea this week. This takes their July purchases up to 840kmt.  

 Saudi Arabia bought 807kmt of optional origin new crop milling wheat this week too.   
 

BARLEY: New crop discount to wheat looks attractive 

 European barley harvest in Spain and parts of Southern France has begun, which will soon provide additional supply to the marketplace. 
Yield reports have improved from the very early low estimates, to normal ranges. 
 

MAIZE/CORN: Brazilian question marks grow 

 The next corn harvest in the world is the Brazilian second (safrinha) corn, with the next two weeks continuing to be dry, which could lower 
some of the projected crop estimates too. 

 After dry conditions for much of the French corn area this spring, the French Ag ministry has reduced the area by 3.3% from last month’s 
estimate. Further dry weather is forecast for large areas of the French crop area over the next two weeks. 

 Ukraine has been on the dry side of things (less than 50% of normal rainfall), both before and after planting, hampering early crop 
development. Cooler temperatures and the prospects of showers have reduced concerns for now, but should be watched closely. 

 US corn conditions dropped 1% to 67% G-E (compared to the 5-year average of 70%), with 94% of the crop emerged. 

 Informa surveyed US corn farmers and showed an increased area of 90.2M acres, up 0.5M acres from their last survey in May, despite 
most estimates would have shown a reduction in planted area – due to the late cold and wet planting window. The yield is the greater 
influencer now. 

 US export sales for corn were up 25% from the 4-week ave, to 600kmt, with strong exports of 1Mmt continuing.   
 

WHEATFEED: Continues to look good value compared grains   
 After a substantial dip in the nearby market, pushing the forwards down too, and with resilient grain prices, values look very attractive. 
 

SOYMEAL: Last week’s USDA added 3Mmt to the global picture, only to match local estimates. 
 Last Friday’s USDA offered very little new news, as most of the increase (adding 3Mmt to the Brazilian crop) had been indicated by the 

Brazilian Conab for nearly a month now – with their 113Mmt estimate (USDA now at 114Mmt).  

 Argentine harvest was 90% complete last week, with further dry weather this week aiding harvest and minimising any residual risk. BAGE 
maintain their estimate of 57.5Mmt with the agricultural ministry at 58Mmt. The USDA increased their estimate to 57.8Mmt, squarely 
hedging their bets. 

 US bean plantings continued at a very good pace, with 92% complete (versus the 5-yr ave of 87%), providing the market with no 
immediate concerns or excuse to be bullish. US weather looks to offer some moisture and heat, helping early development too. 

 US bean export sales of 340kmt were up 15% from the 4-week average after flashes last week. Exports were up 45% from the 4-week 
average, to 490kmt, with china taking 145kmt. 

 NOPA crush, out later today, is expected to show a continued yoy reduction in crush, as margins are held low by poor US meal demand. 

 Argentine premiums look to be as low as they can get – as they’re the world’s cheapest origin, crush margins are in single digits and 
farmer selling is still lighter than most would want. However, Brazilian premiums look expensive in comparison, and with their sizeable 
crop, finding consumers to take product could offer some resistance; as recent global trends is for a reduction in western consumption. 
 

RAPEMEAL: French rapeseed harvest will begin in the south of France soon, increasing EU seed supplies.  
 UK prices reflect the end of the seed season/ seasonal maintenance reduction in supply, yet it has priced itself out compared to other 

mid-protein feeds. 
 

The information contained within this report is given in good faith and without liability. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
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